Rioult; The contemporary romantic
The choreographer's job is to profoundly understand the structure and richness of the music. To succeed in expressing
the essence through full sign language and brilliant creation is an added value that only few choreographers know
how to achieve. One of these is Pascal Rioult. He is capable of transforming well known and abused scores like
Ravel's Bolero or La Valse into original ballets. Educated to attentive music listening at an early age by his mother, a
piano teacher and singer, Rioult found in his choreographic interpretation of the musical score the key to his style,
which borrows technique and emotional tension from the expert Martha Graham. This month, an occasion to
appreciate his work is offered by the choreographer's brief tour in Italy that begins on March 5th at Teatro Sociale in
Trento, followed at Toniolo in Mestre on the 6th, at the Comunale of Treviso on the 7th and in Vicenza Danza on the
9th.
In1981 the French Ministry of Culture offered the Normandy born Pascal Rioult (Caen, 1954) a scholarship to further
his studies in modern dance in New York. From that moment, the Big Apple adopted him. Dancer since 1986, for
nine years in the Martha Graham Dance Company (Martha Graham created the role of Death in her last Eyes of the
Goddess for him), Rioult, as part of the company of the American priestess, also created his first choreographies;
Narayama, an Oriental mourning rite based on music by Felix Mendelssohn, and Harvest, inspired by the preimpressionist painting of Jean-Francois Millet based on Irish melodies by Dougie MacLean and Altan.
Technically American, but culturally French, Rioult oriented his early works on European subjects. Chimera/No Exit,
for example is inspired by the existentialism of Jean-Paul Sartre, while Te Deum by the religious atmosphere of his
native city. Wien on the other hand is based on Ravel’s La Valse, and transmits the decadent European atmosphere
between the two wars.
Determined to undertake an independent path, in 1994 he founded the Pascal Rioult Dance Theatre in New
York. There are nine dancers with fantastic techniques that are capable of bringing life to his sparkling creations.
After several years of absence from our country, this month we will have the chance to appreciate his masterpiece: an
evening called Ravel Project which includes four works choreographed between 1995 and 2002 based on the music
of Maurice Ravel. Regarding the outstanding Wien of 1995, Marie-Christine Vernay of the newspaper Libération
writes: ‘"Wien" flows in one breath. Rioult, contrary to the Balanchine version, is attentive to the tragic dimension of
the music. The Viennese waltz makes your head spin, but champagne has nothing to do with it: the group that he uses
on stage obstinately goes to meet with their own destruction.” The whirlwind of the masses carries us to extreme
endurance. The theatrics and drama are not untied to one another, but rather form an all-in-one with the dance". From
the abstract Home front ('00) to Le Tombeau de Couperin, which is based on Ravel’s memory of his return from the
front of the First World War, we next pass to Prelude to Night (a triptych of Prelude à la nuit , Alborada del
Gracioso and Pavane pour une Infante défunte), concluding with a fierce Bolero ('02). It is Anna Kisselgoff in the
New York Times who defines this program as "one of the most original of the New York 2002-2003 season" and
speaks of Rioult's Bolero like a "dazzling machine dance." Kisselgoff writes;" There is no hint of passion as the
music reaches a climax in this Bolero. There are only eight dancers in Russ Vogler's metallic gray costumes,
executing mechanical movement as they repeat a basic sequence and gradually add more detail. This cumulative
effect becomes denser as the dancers drop out of unison to form small units, performing different parts of the basic
phrase at different times.” The precision and the speed, to which we are witness, are the results of a troupe in perfect
harmony.
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